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Abstract
In this paper, we are interested in enhancing the expres-

sivity and robustness of part-based models for object repre-
sentation, in the common scenario where the training data
are based on 2D images. To this end, we propose scene-
domain active part models (SDAPM), which reconstruct
and characterize the 3D geometric statistics between ob-
ject’s parts in 3D scene-domain by using 2D training data
in the image-domain alone. And on top of this, we explicitly
model and handle occlusions in SDAPM. Together with the
developed learning and inference algorithms, such a model
provides rich object descriptions, including 2D object and
parts localization, 3D landmark shape and camera view-
point, which offers an effective representation to various im-
age understanding tasks, such as object and parts detection,
3D landmark shape and viewpoint estimation from images.
Experiments on the above tasks show that SDAPM outper-
forms previous part-based models, and thus demonstrates
the potential of the proposed technique.

1. Introduction
Object representation is a key problem in computer vi-

sion. Coarse-grained representation, such as detecting ob-
jects by bounding boxes [12], is important for tasks such as
object tracking [5] and scene understanding [21]. For ex-
ample, deep learning approaches [19, 42], based on Convo-
lutional Neural Networks, have validated their ability to ex-
tract strong image features and obtain such coarse-grained
representation. Moreover, fine-grained representation, such
as locating object parts in 2D image-domain and 3D scene-
domain, is helpful for further applications such as action
analysis [40] and human-computer interaction [31, 32]. For
example, part-based models [3, 41] have demonstrated ele-
gant performance in obtaining fine-grained representation.

In this paper, we are interested in enhancing part-based
models for fine-grained object representation. Although
various part-based object models have been developed in
the literature (e.g., [3, 6, 13, 35, 41]) and demonstrated el-
egant performance in obtaining fine-grained object repre-
sentation, it is still far from satisfactory to robustly rep-
resent generic objects under significant “geometric varia-
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Figure 1. (a) A motivation of SDAPM: geometric variations lead
to varying part configurations. Thus, by modeling in the scene-
domain, SDAPM can better capture objects’ geometric statistics
and provides richer object descriptions, including 2D parts local-
ization, 3D landmark shape as well as camera viewpoint estima-
tion, in addition to the 2D object bounding box, as shown in (b).

tions” (this term refers to camera viewpoint changes, non-
rigid deformations, intra-class variations, and occlusions in
this paper). We observe that one main reason for this arises
from the fact that in most of the existing applications of
generic objects, the available training data are based on 2D
images1. In such a scenario, it is natural that one resorts
to modeling objects in the 2D image-domain (e.g., by a col-
lection of 2D parts deforming around the corresponding part
anchor positions) and the 3D information is discarded.

However, by modeling part deformations in the 2D
image-domain, it is actually difficult to well-capture the im-
portant statistics on geometric properties of an object, due
to the fact that those “geometric variations” can cause very
complicated 2D variations (because of the 3D-2D projec-
tion) and make such geometric properties highly complex
to be described. For instance, human arms can be foreshort-
ened to varying sizes in different viewpoints. Furthermore,
a richer description of an object in the 3D scene-domain, is
increasingly in demand for further applications such as ac-
tion detection, scene understanding, etc. For instance, it is
beneficial to have the 3D part localization and camera view-
point for scene understanding.

Accordingly, we are particularly interested in propos-
ing such an even finer-grained object representation that

1Only for some specific objects such as human body, human hand, car,
bed, etc., their models have been built in 3D by learning from CAD data
or depth data (e.g., [14, 26]), due to the data availability.



can better capture objects’ geometric statistics and provides
richer object representations in 3D. One important observa-
tion is that if we can characterize and learn such statistics di-
rectly from the 3D scene-domain, we will be able to remove
the viewpoint and non-rigid variations, and also obtain the
3D representation of objects. Moreover, recent progress in
non-rigid structure-from-motion techniques [1, 9] provides
an effective way to learn such 3D geometric statistics from
2D images. This motivates us to develop a part-based object
model that characterizes the geometric variations directly in
3D scene-domain by using 2D training data alone.

Hence, in this paper, we present Scene-Domain Active
Parts Models (SDAPM), as shown in Fig. 1. Our approach
reconstructs and characterizes the 3D geometric statistics
between object parts in the scene-domain by learning from
2D training data in the image-domain. And on top of this,
we model such statistics together with the local appearance
with occlusions. The main contributions of this paper are
two-fold: firstly, we propose a compact and robust part-
based representation for objects under geometric variations,
e.g., viewpoint changes, non-rigid deformations, and occlu-
sions, by modeling active parts in the 3D scene-domain; and
secondly, our method provides a fine-grained representation
of object, including 2D object and parts localization, 3D
landmark shape and camera viewpoint estimation.

We have conducted experiments on various tasks. In
the task of object and parts detection on PASCAL VOC
2010 dataset, our method boosts the performance of previ-
ous part-based models, e.g., [3, 4, 12, 15, 28, 41], with three
different types of features: HOG feature, Segmentation fea-
ture, and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) feature.
In the task of 2D, 3D landmark shape and camera viewpoint
estimation on Human3.6M dataset and PASCAL VOC 2007
car dataset, our method outperforms state-of-the-art meth-
ods [2,20] that are also learned from 2D training data alone.

2. Related work
In the common scenario where the training data are

based on 2D images, existing object representation meth-
ods usually resort to modeling objects directly in the 2D
image-domain. Two main strategies have been adopted.

One line of work aims at providing coarse-grained rep-
resentation, i.e., detecting the objects with bounding boxes.
Some work focus on developing more effective modeling
and inference schemes. For example, Felzenszwalb et al.
[12] proposed the elegant Latent SVM framework. Bourdev
et al. proposed the Poselets model [4]. Some other work
focus on developing stronger image features. For instance,
Dalal et al. [10] presented HOG descriptors for object rep-
resentation. Chen et al. [8] proposed to combine Bag-of-
Features with HOG features in a Latent SVM framework.
Image segmentation and region-level cues have also been
explored for objects detection (e.g., [6, 15, 28, 36, 39]). Re-

cently, deep learning approaches, based on Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN), have validated their ability to ex-
tract strong image features and achieved state-of-the-art per-
formance on the task of image classification [24, 25] and
object detection [19, 42]. However, those deep learning ap-
proaches do not explicitly model object composition, thus
throwing away useful fine-grained high-level part relation-
ships for further applications.

Another line of work proposes to represent objects
with fine-grained representation, e.g., the localization of
parts. Azizpour and Laptev [3] proposed strongly super-
vised paradigm for part-based models to locate object parts.
Sun and Savarese [35] proposed a coarse-to-fine structure
for joint object detection and pose estimation. Yang and
Ramanan [41] presented the mixture-of-parts structure for
pose estimation. Chen et al. [6] proposed to model ob-
jects with complete graph structure. And grammar mod-
els have also been explored in [17]. Various methods have
utilized the CNN feature in part-based models in order to
leverage the discriminative power of CNN feature and the
fine-grained modeling of part-based models [18, 33, 38].

Despite the potential shown already, these 2D mod-
els cannot well-capture the important statistics on the ge-
ometric properties of objects under significant viewpoint
changes, non-rigid deformations and occlusions, which
substantially limits the performance of such models. Since
it is useful to model objects in the 3D scene-domain, various
3D part-based models have been developed by modeling the
3D properties of an object directly in the 3D scene-domain
using 3D training data. For instance, Fidler et al. [14] and
Shrivastava et al. [34] proposed 3D deformable part models
for object detection which used depth data for training. 3D
CAD data were utilized in [26, 30] to learn object models
for detection and pose estimation. However, most 3D part-
based models necessitate 3D data for training, which restrict
the use of such models only to a small number of specific
objects such as human body, hand, motorcycle, bed, etc.

In this paper, we propose to model objects in the scene-
domain by using 2D training data alone. In addition to the
2D representation provided by coarse-grained models and
previous fine-grained models, our method provides addi-
tional finer-grained representation in 3D, including 2D ob-
ject and parts localization, 3D landmark shape and camera
viewpoint. There exist several works which have similar
setting as ours, e.g., the methods proposed by Hejrati et al.
[20] and Nachimson et al. [2] can obtain 2D and 3D object
representation from 2D images. However, the major differ-
ence between [2,20] and our method is that they first model
objects in the image-domain and then reconstruct the 3D
landmark shape, via two separate stages, while our method
models objects directly in the 3D scene-domain and the 3D
landmark shape is recovered via a unified process.



3. Scene-Domain Active Part Models
We start the presentation of our model with a prelimi-

nary on 2D part-based models, which have been widely and
successfully applied in fine-grained object representation.

3.1. Preliminary: 2D Part-based Object Models

2D part-based models are a category of object models
where an object (category) is represented by a set of 2D
parts and each part is allowed to deform around its an-
chor position in the 2D image-domain, which can date back
to the original idea of Fischler and Elschlager [16]. For
simplicity, we introduce our model at a fixed scale; at test
time we handle object of different sizes by searching over
an image pyramid. Let I denote an image, V be the part
set in a part-based model, and pi denote a candidate loca-
tion2 of part i in the image-domain. For a part hypothesis
p = {pi}i∈V in an image I, the score function of 2D part-
based models can be expressed as:

S(I,p) =
∑
i∈V

Si(I, pi) +
∑
ij∈E

Sij(pi, pj), (1)

where G=(V, E) is the tree-structure relational graph whose
node set is the part set V of the model, and the edge set E
specifies the pairs of parts between which certain geomet-
rical constraints are imposed. Si(I, pi) is the unary term
corresponding to the local appearance score for placing the
i-th part template at location pi. And Sij(pi, pj) is the pair-
wise term that penalizes the displacement of the i-th and j-
th parts according to some prior model (e.g., the deviation
from their anchor position µij).

In order to better represent generic objects, various part-
based models have been proposed by enhancing the unary
term Si(I, pi). For instance, Si(I, pi) is defined as αi ·
φ(I, pi) + bi in [12] for object detection, where αi is the
template parameter of part i, φ(I, pi) is the image feature
extracted at location pi, and bi is a bias term. In pose es-
timation, the idea of mixture of parts was adopted in [41],
by defining Si(I, pi, ti) = αti

i · φ(I, pi) + btii where αti
i

is the template parameter of the i-th part of type ti, and btii
is the bias term that favors the part type assignment in the
relational graph G.

Regarding the pairwise term Sij(pi, pj), the follow-
ing form has been commonly used in previous works3:
Sij(pi, pj) = βij · ψ(pi, pj), where ψ(pi, pj) is a four-
dimensional vector defining the pairwise displacement be-
tween part i and part j relative to their anchor posi-
tion µij , i.e., ψ(pi, pj) = (dxij , dyij , dx

2
ij , dy

2
ij)

T where
(dxij , dyij) = pi − pj − µij , dx2ij is a simplified form of

2For clarity, here we focus on the case where the parts are parametrized
by their 2D locations. However, more complex parametrizations of the
geometric configuration of the parts can be considered.

3This term can be further extended to enrich the model. For example, a
part-type-specific term was adopted in [41] to handle part types.

(dxij)
2, and βij = (βa

ij , β
b
ij , β

c
ij , β

d
ij) is the model param-

eter. Accordingly, the summation of pairwise terms for all
edges in E in Eq. 1 is as follows:∑
ij∈E

Sij(pi, pj) =
∑
ij∈E

(βa
ij , β

b
ij , β

c
ij , β

d
ij) · (dxij , dyij , dx2ij , dy2ij)T

=(β̃a
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a
2 , ...,β̃

a
|E|, β̃

b
1, β̃

b
2, ...,β̃

b
|E|)·(dx̃1,dx̃2,...,dx̃|E|, dỹ1, dỹ2, ...,dỹ|E|)

T

+
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...

dx̃|E|
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dỹ|E|
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·



β̃c
1
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2

...

β̃c
|E|

β̃d
1

β̃d
2

...

β̃d
|E|


·



dx̃1
dx̃2
...
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dỹ2
...
dỹ|E|


,

where linear indexing is adopted so as to obtain a form
based on matrix operations, e.g., β̃a

l denotes an element in
{β̃a

l , l = 1...|E|}where each element corresponds to the pa-
rameter of one edge βa

ij in E (same concept for all symbols
with tilde in this paper).

In order to achieve a compact formulation for later
presentation, let τ denote the parameter vector of size
2|E| × 1: (β̃a

1 , β̃
a
2 , ..., β̃

a
|E|, β̃

b
1, β̃

b
2, ..., β̃

b
|E|), and Λ de-

note the diagonal parameter matrix of size 2|E| ×
2|E|: diag(β̃c

1, β̃
c
2, ..., β̃

c
|E|, β̃

d
1 , β̃

d
2 , ..., β̃

d
|E|). Moreover,

we let µ(2|E|×1) = (µ̃1, µ̃2, ..., µ̃|E|)
T denote the

pairwise anchor position vector of the model, and
∆p(2|E|×1) denote the corresponding inter-part distance
vector for a specific hypothesis configuration p of the
model. Accordingly, the displacement deviation vector
(dx̃1, dx̃2, ..., dx̃|E|, dỹ1, dỹ2, ...,dỹ|E|)

T can be denoted as
∆p− µ. These lead to the following compact formulation
for the summation of pairwise terms:∑
ij∈E

Sij(pi, pj)=(∆p− µ)T·τ+(∆p− µ)T·Λ·(∆p− µ) . (2)

As we see, 2D part-based models represent objects in
the image-domain, by allowing the parts deform around the
image-domain anchor positions µ.

3.2. Modeling Active Parts in the 3D Scene-Domain

It is difficult to model an object’s part configuration in
the 2D image-domain, because, for a non-rigid object, the
part locations in the image-domain after the 3D-2D projec-
tion from different viewpoints can have very different con-
figurations, thus setting anchor positions in a model can-
not well-capture the geometric properties of objects. To re-
move such geometric variations, we introduce the way we
model the parts of an object in the 3D scene-domain. To this
end, we make the following two assumptions which were
often made in the literature: (1) the depth variation of ob-
jects are small compared to the distance from the camera,
which enables the adoption of the weak-perspective projec-
tion model; (2) the 3D configuration of an object’s parts can
be written as linear combinations of a few basis shapes.



Under the weak perspective projection model, for an ob-
ject with |E| pairs of parts, its inter-part distances in the
image-domain, w(2×|E|), is the projection from the part
landmark shape in the 3D scene-domain, S(3×|E|), to the
image-domain, i.e., w = R · S + t, where R(2×3) is the
rotation matrix and t(2×|E|) is the translation matrix [27].

Inspired by the non-rigid structure-from-motion tech-
niques [1, 9], we propose to model an object’s part configu-
ration directly in the 3D scene-domain by characterizing the
3D inter-part shape S as a subspace, which is represented as
weighted combinations ofK bases {Bk, k = 1, ...,K}, i.e.,
S =

∑K
k=1 ckBk where each base Bk is a 3×|E| matrix

(note that there are constraints on {Bk} that are imposed to
upgrade {Bk} from affine space to Euclidean space. See
[1, 9] for details). Thus, the inter-part configuration in the
image-domain w can be formulated as follows:

w = R ·
K∑

k=1

ckBk + t = R · cT ·

 B1

...
BK

+ t, (3)

where c = (c1, c2, ..., cK)T are the weight vector.

Let us denote the reconstruction matrix as m(2×3K) =
R · cT and the 3D geometric subspace as B(3K×|E|)=
(B1;B2; ...;BK). By translating to the object hypothesis
center such that the centroid t is cancelled out, we have
w = mB. In this way, we can configure an object’s parts
in the image-domain from the subspace spanned by B, and
allow all parts to deform in the scene-domain rather than
fixing them in anchor positions.

More specifically, in previous part-based models, as
shown in Eq. 2, the inter-part distance vector ∆p is con-
strained to move around a fixed anchor positions µ, with a
penalization on the displacement vector (∆p−µ) in Gaus-
sian fashion. However, in our scene-domain active parts
model, we do not associate any of the pairwise parts with an
fixed anchor position. Instead, we define our part’s anchor
configuration in the image-domain as a projection from the
3D scene-domain configuration, which is constructed from
the subspace B. Thus, our displacement vector is defined
as ∆p − f(w), i.e., the difference between the inter-parts
distance ∆p of the hypothesis and the projected part con-
figuration from the scene-domain.

Here, f(w) is a transformation function from the
2 × |E| image-domain configuration matrix w =
(x1, x2, ..., x|E|; y1, y2, ..., y|E|) to a 2|E| × 1 vector
form (x1, x2, ..., x|E|, y1, y2, ..., y|E|)

T , namely, f(w) =

(e1wA+e2wÂ)T where e1, e2,A, Â are constants. e1 =

(1, 0), e2 = (0, 1). A and Â are |E| × 2|E| matrices.
A = (I|E|,0), and Â = (0, I|E|) where I|E| is the |E| × |E|
identity matrix, and 0 is the |E|×|E| zero matrix. Therefore,
with w = mB, the score function of our model is:

S(I,p,m) =
∑
i∈V

Si(I, pi) + (∆p− f(mB))T · τ

+(∆p− f(mB))T ·Λ · (∆p− f(mB)) , (4)

where f(mB) =
(
e1mBA+e2mBÂ

)T
.

3.3. Modeling Appearance with Occlusions

As discussed in Section 3.1, appearance information is
usually encoded within the unary term4 of part-based mod-
els (e.g., [12] models appearance by αi · φ(I, pi)). Oc-
clusions frequently occur when a non-rigid object is pro-
jected from the 3D scene-domain to the 2D image-domain,
either because of self-occlusions or occluded by other ob-
jects. In order to handle occlusions, we define a binary oc-
clusion state oi for each part, and a visible-state templateαv

i

when oi = 0 as well as an occluded-state templateαo
i when

oi = 1. Accordingly, our unary term in Eq. 4 is defined as:

Si(I, pi)=max
oi

((1−oi)(αv
i · φ(I, pi)), oiαo

i ·φ(I, pi))+bi. (5)

To summarize, we can formally define our model as
(B, τ ,Λ, {αv

i }, {αo
i }, {bi}), where B denotes the scene-

domain geometric subspace for 3D part configuration, τ
and Λ are the deformation parameter matrices, {αv

i }, {αo
i }

are the unary term parameters, and {bi} are the bias terms.

4. Inference
Our method can obtain rich object representation, in-

cluding 2D object and parts localization p, 3D landmark
shape S, and camera viewpoint R. To infer them, we maxi-
mize S(I,p,m) in Eq. 4 over the part hypothesis p and re-
construction matrix m using a coordinate descent approach:

1). Optimize over p: Fix m, maximize S(I,p,m) over
p, using Dynamic Programming;

2). Optimize over m: Fix p, compute the close-form so-
lution m∗ that maximizes S(I,p,m).

Both steps are executed alternatively until convergence.
By fixing m, step 1 is essentially equivalent to the tra-

ditional part-based model inference procedure. We follow
[12] and use dynamic programming to obtain the optimal
p∗. We initialize m to be the part anchor positions of [3].
And in step 2, we have a closed-form solution m∗ that max-
imizes S(I,p,m) (see the supplementary materials for the
derivation procedure):

m∗1 = H1

(
BA(Λ + ΛT )ATBT

)−1

,

m∗2 = H2

(
BÂ(Λ + ΛT )ÂTBT

)−1

, (6)

4Here we present our method based on [12] in object detection. How-
ever, It is similar to apply our occlusion modeling method to models in
pose estimation, e.g. [41].



where m∗1,m
∗
2 are the first and second rows of the optimal

solution m∗(2×3K). B is the scene-domain geometric sub-
space, H1 and H2 are the first and second rows of matrix
H(2×3K) which is defined as follows:

H=eT
1

(
(Λ+ΛT )∆p + τ

)T
AT BT+eT

2

(
(Λ+ΛT )∆p + τ

)T
ÂT BT,

where τ and Λ are the deformation parameter matrices; ∆p
is the inter-parts distance vector of a hypothesis; e1, e2, A,
Â are the constant matrices defined in Section 3.2.

4.1. 3D Landmark Shape and Viewpoint Recovery

After we obtain the detected p∗ described above, now
we introduce how we recover the 3D landmark shape and
viewpoint of the detected object. As discussed in Section
3.2, w = R · S and the 3D landmark shape S = cT · B.
Given the detection p∗ in 2D image-domain and the known
geometric subspace B, we recover the 3D landmark shape
and viewpoint as follows:

R∗, c∗ = min
R,c
||∆p∗ − f(R · cT ·B)||2 (7)

where ∆p∗(2|E|×1) is the inter-part distance vector obtained
from p∗, and f(·) is the transformation function used in
Eq. 4. Because the squared error is linear in R and c, we ob-
tain the optimal R∗, c∗ of Eq. 7 with iterative least-squares
algorithm [20]. Then, we obtain the 3D landmark shape
S∗ = c∗T ·B, and the viewpoint R∗ of the detected object.

5. Learning
Our training data consists of a set of positive training

examples xn = {In,pn,on}, negative training examples
xn = {In}, and corresponding example label yn, n ∈
{1, ..., N}, where N is the total number. In is the image
with object bounding boxes, pn is the part bounding boxes
in In, and on is the parts’ occlusion states in In. We learn
the model parameter in two steps: firstly we learn the 2D
image-domain parameters Θ = (τ ,Λ, {αv

i }, {αo
i }, {bi}),

then we learn the 3D scene-domain geometric subspace B.

5.1. Learning the 2D Image-Domain Parameter Θ

We learn the image-domain model parameters in a dis-
criminative way by minimizing the loss function L(Θ) =
1
2 ||Θ||

2 + C
∑N

n=1 max (0, 1− ynSΘ (xn)).
We follow the strongly supervised learning paradigm in

[3] to learn Θ. In order to reduce the influence of the im-
precise part annotation in the training data and the possibly
low discriminative power of some annotated parts, we allow
our part models to approximately overlap with the training
part bounding boxes in positive images. This is achieved by
constraining the searching space p of the score function to
be Zp(xn) that is consistent with the annotation pn:

SΘ(xn) = max
p∈Zp(xn)

S(I,p), (8)

where Zp(xn) =

{
{p ∈ P|O(p,pn) > tovp} if pn available,
P otherwise.

P is the set of all possible part bounding boxes, andO(·, ·) is
the intersection over union (IoU) measure of two bounding
boxes, we set tovp = 0.5 in our experiments.

5.2. Learning the 3D Geometric Subspace B

Given training data with labeled 2D part locations {pn},
we can learn the scene-domain geometric subspace B by
casting this as non-rigid structure-from-motion (NRSFM)
problem. As shown in Eq. 3, the inter-part distances in the
image-domain, w(2×|E|), is related to the 3D inter-part dis-
tances in the scene-domain, S(3×|E|), via a weak perspec-
tive projection model. Given N positive training examples
of a certain object category which shares the same 3D part
configuration subspace B, we have W = MB + T, where
W(2N×|E|) = (w1;w2; ...;wN ) is the 2D inter-part dis-
tance matrix in N images, B(3K×|E|) is the scene-domain
geometric subspace shared among the same object category,
M(2N×3K) = (m1; ...;mN ) is the reconstruction coeffi-
cient matrix, and T(2N×|E|) is the translation matrix. Given
the 2D part locations W obtained from {pn}, we use the
publically-available NRSFM code [1, 9] to learn B.

6. Experiments

Since the proposed method provides fine-grained object
representation both in 2D and 3D, we conduct two sets of
experiments to evaluate it. The first set of experiments eval-
uates our method on 2D object and parts detection, and
compares with 2D part-based models [3, 4, 12, 18, 29, 39].
The second set tests on 3D landmark shape and viewpoint
estimation, and compares our method with 3D part-based
models also learned from 2D data alone [2, 20].

6.1. Datasets

The experiments are based on three challenging datasets:
the PASCAL VOC 2010 dataset [11] for 2D object and parts
detection, the Human3.6M dataset [22] for 2D and 3D land-
mark shape estimation, and the PASCAL VOC 2007 car
dataset [2] for viewpoint classification. For the PASCAL
VOC 2010 dataset, following [3, 6], we evaluate on the six
animal classes. These animal classes serve as a common
testbed for object model evaluation (e.g., in [3, 6]), because
of the high difficulty in addressing them caused by highly
non-rigid deformations, intra-class variations, and different
degrees of occlusions. In addition to the part annotation
provided in [3] which is used in our method, we further an-
notate the locations of occluded parts. We use trainval
subset of PASCAL VOC 2010 for training and the test
subset for testing. Meanwhile, the Human3.6M dataset pro-
vides both 2D and 3D landmark annotations, and serves as a
suitable testbed to evaluate 2D and 3D pose landmark shape



Bird Cat Cow Dog Horse Sheep mAP

Ours w. HOG 15.3 28.6 28.7 28.2 48.3 30.1 29.9
SSDPM [3] 11.3 27.2 25.8 23.7 46.1 28.0 27.0
Poselets [4] 8.5 22.2 20.6 18.5 48.2 28.0 24.3
DPM [12] 11.0 23.6 23.2 20.5 42.5 29.0 25.0

Ours w. Seg & HOG 26.1 51.2 35.3 41.7 52.8 37.5 40.8
Regionlets [39] 25.9 51.2 28.9 35.8 40.2 43.9 37.65
DefPM [29] - 45.3 - 36.8 - - -
SegDPM [15] 25.3 48.8 30.4 37.7 46.0 35.7 37.3

Ours w. CNN 38.9 48.5 38.8 47.5 55.0 48.3 46.2
DP-DPM [18] 36.5 48.0 35.0 45.7 50.2 49.1 44.1

Table 1. Average precision for animal detection on PASCAL VOC
2010. Our method outperforms all baselines of part-based models.

estimation of our method. We use the subject S1 of walking
action for training and S7 for testing. Lastly, we test view-
point estimation on the PASCAL VOC 2007 car dataset [2],
which consists of 200 cars images marked with 40 discrete
viewpoint class labels.

6.2. Implementation details

Our model is modular w.r.t. the appearance feature
φ(I, pi) used in the unary term Si(I, pi). Thus in the ex-
periments on 2D object and parts detection, we construct
our method based on the DPM structure as in [12], but with
various types of features: HOG feature as DPM [12], Seg-
mentation feature as SegDPM [15], and CNN feature as
DeepPyramid DPM [18]. And we apply bounding box re-
gression for object detection. While in the experiments on
2D, 3D pose and viewpoint estimation, we construct our
model based on the Mixture-of-Parts structure as [41] of 10
part types, based on HOG feature and CNN feature as [7].
We use the Caffe [23] to compute the CNN feature. When
learning the scene-domain geometric subspace B, we fol-
low the NRSFM techniques [9] to set the geometric sub-
space bases number K = 5 for object and parts detection
and K = 8 for pose and viewpoint estimation. The part
number in our models is set to be consistent with the part
annotation {pn} of the training data.

6.3. Experiments on Object and Parts Detection
6.3.1 Object detection
In order to achieve a fair comparison, we compare with
three groups of part-based model baselines. The first group
uses only HOG as local feature in the unary term Si(I, pi),
including the DPM [12], SSDPM [3], and Poselets model
[4]. The second group of baselines uses both segmenta-
tion and HOG features, including the SegDPM [15], DefPM
[29], and Regionlets [39]. And the last group of baseline
models uses CNN feature, including DeepPyramid DPM
(DP-DPM) [18], C-DPM [33] and Conv-DPM [38]. As
claimed before, we show the results of our method using
three different features (w. HOG, w. Seg & HOG, and w.
CNN) as the baselines. The detailed quantitative results5 are

5Since C-DPM [33] and Conv-DPM [38] have not reported results in
PASCAL VOC 2010 dataset, we do not list results of [33, 38]. Note that

Head Fore legs Hind legs Torso/Back Tail

Bird 50.7 / 28.1 - 15.2 / 12.5 - 35.0 / 20.7
Cat 71.1 / 62.8 18.9 / 11.4 - 50.3 / 37.2 18.1 / 10.1
Cow 72.8 / 56.2 85.7 / 60.9 80.3 / 58.1 77.2 / 69.3 -
Dog 59.0 / 48.7 33.6 / 37.5 - 34.5 / 21.6 30.0 / 9.7
Horse 65.9 / 67.1 82.2 / 53.1 80.6 / 55.7 88.5 / 67.4 68.2 / 42.9
Sheep 58.3 / 41.4 67.4 / 43.8 65.8 / 39.7 83.7 / 71.1 36.1 / 12.7

Table 2. Part localization performance on PASCAL VOC 2010.
The numbers are “PCP of our method” / “PCP of SSDPM [3]”.

shown in Table 1. Overall, our method improves the mean
average precision (mAP) of the DPM baseline by 4.9%, the
SegDPM baseline by 3.5%, and the DP-DPM baseline by
2.1%. Our method outperforms all baselines in detecting
coarse-grained object representation.

It is important to note that although several deep learn-
ing approaches, e.g. [19, 42], performs better in the task of
object detection, our method models fine-grained spatial re-
lationship between parts, thus providing much richer object
representation, such as 2D parts localization, 3D landmark
shape and camera viewpoint, which is essential for further
fine-grained applications.

Fig. 2 shows representative qualitative results on object
detection. Fig. 2(a) shows example detection results for
each of the six animal classes. As we see, our method pro-
vides a richer description for objects, e.g. the object parts
are effectively localized. Fig. 2(b) shows several cat de-
tections, which demonstrates the robustness of our model
under geometric variations. As it shows, we can robustly
locate the cat instances with non-rigid deformations, view-
point changes, and partial occlusions. Fig. 2(c) shows some
typical examples that are correctly localized by our model
but missed by DPM.

6.3.2 Parts localization:
Our method can localize object parts and provides a richer
description of objects. We adopt the widely used measure
of PCP (Percentage of Correctly estimated body Parts) [37]
to evaluate parts localization by our method. We consider
the detection with the highest score that has more than 50%
overlap with its bounding box, which factors out the effect
of the detection. A part is considered as correctly localized
if it has more than 40% overlap with the ground truth an-
notation. Table 2 shows the PCP result using our SDAPM
model based on HOG feature and that of SSDPM [3]. Our
model outputs fairly precise locations for parts. As we see,
our model offers better part localization than [3], which val-
idates the effectiveness of our method in locating parts.

6.3.3 Diagnostic experiments
Importance of scene-domain modeling: To better justify
the contribution of our method by modeling active parts
in the scene-domain, we compare our method with its two
variants: i) “SDAPM without scene-domain modeling” that

they show overall comparable results as DP-DPM.
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Figure 2. Our method provides a richer object representation and improves the detection results. The blue bounding boxes correspond to
the whole object detection, and boxes of other colors correspond to semantic parts respectively, which may indicate different parts across
classes. (a) shows one representative result for each of the six animal classes. (b) shows detection results of the cat class to illustrate
the ability of our model to robustly represent objects under non-rigid deformations, viewpoint changes, and occlusions. (c) shows typical
examples that are correctly localized by our Scene-Domain Active Part Model (SDAPM) but missed by DPM.

Bird Cat Cow Dog Horse Sheep mAP

i) Our model without scene-domain modeling 11.2 27.0 26.9 23.1 46.7 28.6 27.3
ii) Our model replaced by image-domain geometric modeling 5.8 13.1 11.9 9.7 29.5 19.2 14.9
iii) Our model without occlusion modeling 11.9 25.7 24.2 22.1 44.8 29.1 26.3
Our full model w. HOG 15.3 28.6 28.7 28.2 48.3 30.1 29.9

Table 3. Average detection precision of SDAPM and its three variants on the six animal classes of PASCAL VOC 2010 dataset.

uses DPM’s standard pairwise term with fixed anchor posi-
tions as in Eq. 2, instead of the one in Eq. 4. ii) “SDAPM
replaced by image-domain geometric modeling” that re-
places the proposed scene-domain geometric modeling by
2D image-domain geometric modeling, where a 2D image-
domain geometric subspace B is learned via PCA on the
normalized 2D inter-part distances w, and use it to construct
f(w) in Eq. 4, i.e., f(w) = cT · B where c is the weight
vector. The comparison results with HOG feature are shown
in Table 3. The 1st, 2nd, and 4th rows validate the con-
tribution of modeling geometric statistics in the 3D scene-
domain. In particular, the second row demonstrates the
contribution of modeling parts’ geometric statistics in 3D
scene-domain rather than modeling in 2D image-domain.

Importance of occlusion modeling: To validate the im-
portance of our model that explicitly models occlusions, we
create another variant to compare with: iii) “SDAPM with-
out occlusion modeling” that discards the occlusion state
{oi} and occluded-state templates {αo

i } of our model, but
uses DPM’s unary term instead. The last two rows of Table

3 justify the importance of explicitly modeling occlusions.

6.4. Experiment on Pose and Viewpoint Estimation

In addition to 2D object and parts localization, our
method provides 3D landmark shape and viewpoint estima-
tion. In this experiments, we evaluate our method on 3D
fine-grained representation.

6.4.1 2D pose and 3D landmark shape estimation

We construct our model following the mixture-of-parts
structure [41], with HOG and CNN features respectively.

MH-Car [20] is state-of-the-art method that recoveries
3D landmark shape and viewpoint by learning from 2D data
alone. It detects the 2D pose, then reconstruct it into 3D
via two separate steps. Here, we first compare our model
with [20] on 2D pose estimation. As shown6 in Table 4,
our model improves over [20] on average, and especially
in the estimation of lower arms. This is mainly because

6For fair comparison, we list the result of our model w. HOG feature,
the same feature used in [20, 41].
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Figure 3. Our method provides a richer object representation including 2D pose, 3D landmark shape, and viewpoint. (a) shows typical
poses that are correctly estimated by our method w. HOG but mis-estimated by [20] (e.g. the right arm). (b) shows the 2D pose and 3D
landmark shape estimations of our method for human in varying viewpoints. (c) gives some failed examples of our method.

Upper arms Lower arms Upper legs Lower legs Overall

MoP [41] 60.2 31.1 68.4 62.7 55.6
MH-Car [20] 60.0 31.4 69.0 62.2 55.7
Ours w. HOG 61.0 33.8 69.7 63.9 57.1

Table 4. 2D pose estimation performance on Human3.6M dataset.
The reported numbers are PCP (Probability of Correct Pose).

the scene-domain modeling in our model helps excluding
those incorrect configurations in the lower arms. Two exam-
ples are shown in Fig. 3(a) to illustrate this, where the right
arms are correctly estimated by SDAPM but mis-estimated
by [20]. Our method outperforms [41] on average6, which
demonstrates the contribution of modeling parts’ geometric
statistics in 3D scene-domain instead of 2D image-domain.

Moreover, 3D landmark shapes are recovered in addition
to the 2D poses. As shown in Fig. 3(a) (b), the estimated
3D landmark shapes are shown beside the corresponding
2D poses. Although there is inaccuracy in the recovered
3D landmark shapes, e.g., the 3D head position in the upper
image of the third column in Fig. 3(a) is not correct, the
results are fairly good.

In order to quantitatively evaluate on 3D landmark shape
estimation, we compare with [20] using the root mean
square error (RMS) metric, which measures the difference
of the estimated 3D landmark shape comparing to the 3D
landmark ground truth. As shown in the first row of Table
5, SDAPM outperforms [20], especially with CNN feature,
which validates the effectiveness of modeling in the scene-
domain via a unified process other than two separated steps.

6.4.2 Camera viewpoint estimation

Together with the 3D landmark shape, our SDAPM model
estimates projection viewpoint as well. We evaluate view-
point classification on our car SDAPM model learned from
the PASCAL VOC 2007 car dataset [2]. Given a test in-
stance, we run our car model to estimate the camera pro-
jection matrix R∗ as well as 3D landmark shape S∗ as dis-

MA-N [2] MH-Car [20] Ours w. HOG Ours w. CNN

Average RMS error (mm) - 298.6 217.2 146.7
Average viewpoint error (◦) 27 16 14 8

Table 5. 3D landmark shape estimation on Human3.6M dataset
and camera viewpoint estimation on PASCAL Car 2007 dataset.

cussed in Section 4.1. Then we produce a quantized view-
point label by matching the reconstructed 2D landmarks
generated using the estimated R∗ and S∗ to the landmark
locations of the reference images (provided in the dataset).
As shown in the last row of Table 5, our method produces
an average viewpoint classification error of 8◦, which out-
performs state-of-the-art viewpoint estimation method [20]
with a mean error of 16◦ and [2] with a mean error of 27◦.
This suggests that our model can accurately recover the pro-
jection viewpoints.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel part-based mod-
eling method in the scenario where the training data are
based on 2D images. Our method models object parts in the
3D scene-domain and explicitly models occlusions, and ac-
cordingly provides finer-grained object representation, in-
cluding 2D object, parts localization, 3D landmark shape
and camera viewpoint estimation. Our method differs from
previous part-based object models in that we explore and
model the 3D geometric statistics of object parts. Exper-
imental results on two challenging tasks, i.e., object and
parts detection, 3D pose and viewpoint estimation, have
demonstrated that the proposed method shows superior per-
formance over existing methods with both better robustness
to geometric variations and richer object descriptions.
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